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outline

The final project of the semester asks you to research a graphic designer or graphic design movement 
from the previous century, or further back if you wish. Once you have your choice (see the list to the left-
for help), design a poster, postcard and 1 other item promoting an exhibition for your designer or move-
ment. This is similar to museums and galleries designing promotional materials for a specific exhibit.

requirement

•  Choose and research a graphic designer or graphic design movement—you can pick from the list I 
have provided or choose your own (check with me)

•  Research should include at least 1 non-web item—the library has lots of good stuff!
•  Design a promotional poster for the exhibition—minimum size 11”x17” but you may go larger if 

you wish
•  Design a postcard for the exhibition—either 4”x6” or 5”x7”—the postcard design should be for front 

and back
•  Design promotional graphics for one other item of your choice
•  Give the exhibition a title, date, and venue. The date and venue could be either contemporary, such 

as the CAC in New Orleans or MoMA in New York, or it could be from the time period. It could even 
be in another country—if it helps reinforce your concept

considerations

•  The visual style should have some continuity or conceptual link with the designer or movements 
style—this is not to say just copying the aesthetics of the period, but rather to become inspired by 
the aesthetics of the period—perhaps you recreate the style in a contemporary manner

•  The visual style and concept you develop should be applied seamlessly across your 3 deliverables
•  Think about choices of typeface(s), color schemes, imagery (if any), textures, and composition (grid)

deadline

•  11.14.11 Mon, Research
•  11.16.11 Wed, Brainstorm and Work Day
•  11.21.11 Mon, Work Day—Bring all research to class for reference
•  11.23.11 Wed, No Class—Thanksgiving Holiday
•  11.28.11 Mon, Rough Crit—2 poster variations
•  11.30.11 Wed, Work Day
•  12.05.11 Mon, Rough Crit—everything
•  12.07.11 Wed, Final Crit, End of Semester!

aims

•  To research a period or particular person influential to the history and development of graphic de-
sign

•  To visualize a concept effectively across a number of different print formats
•  To maintain a continuous theme throughout a design
•  To utilize time effectively

assessments

Research, problem solving, creative ability, technical ability, professionalism and presentation.

Project 4—graphic design exhibition

graphic designers

MassiMo Vignelli

paula scher

stefan sagMeister

saul bass

herb lubalin

peter behrens

ludwig holwein

lucien bernhard

Milton glaser

joseph Muller-brockMann

fortunato depero

el lissitzky

neVille brody

paul rand

herbert bayer

alVin lustig

herbert Matter

aM cassandre

lester beall

Victor Moscoso

april greiMan

wolfgang weingart

ed fella

eMigre Magazine

tibor kalMan

graphic design movements

art nouVeau

futurisM

de stijl

russian constructiVisM

dessau bauhaus

art deco

the fap / wpa

swiss style

postModernisM

early digital

museums & galleries

cac, new orleans

MoMa, new york

V&a, london

the design MuseuM, london

MuseuM of art & design, nyc


